There is another field to which gravity may be coupled and whose charge can be expressed as a surface integral at infinity. Consider a two-form (Kalb-Ramond) field 8 whose field strength is the three-form axion field H=d8.
These charges should characterize the final state of gravitational collapse. The obvious example is the case of gravity coupled to the electromagnetic field. The conserved charge (associated with electromagnetic gauge invariance) is electric charge.
There is another field to which gravity may be coupled and whose charge can be expressed as a surface integral at infinity. Consider a two-form (Kalb-Ramond) field 8 whose field strength is the three-form axion field H=d8.
(Throughout this paper we will take the axion symmetry to be exact. In superstring compactifications there are a variety of potential axion fields and a variety of mechanisms which could break the associated symmetries and give mass to the axions. Our considerations apply to any linear combination of axion fields which remains exactly massless in the low-energy theory. ) The action deterdH=O,
and the equation of motion d*H=0.
The axion charge inside a two-surface Z is given by q=J B.
Using H =d8, this may be written as (4) q=J H,
where V is a spatial three-surface with boundary X.
In this paper we demonstrate that there exist black (lo) (P -Pp)XD"P dS" -kD" P D"P dV . Proof . L-et V be a surface orthogonal to the timelike Killin~f ield g", with inner boundary at the horizon Sp. Let~g""be the induced metric on V, D" its covariant derivative, and g"g"= -k . Then a static scalar field T~d oWhB",(X (a))e' 8, X"8 X", (12) where T is the string tension, Z is the string world sheet, and h is the world-sheet metric. Such a coupling occurs for fundamental strings and may also occur for axionic cosmic strings.
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